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The Emerging Middle Class in 
Post-Colonial Macao: 

Structure, Profile, and Mobility 

TIMOTHY KA-YING WONGAND PO-SAN WAN 

This article makes use 01 datafrom a 2007 social叩門eyofr<臼d甜釘

ofMac闊的 examine the slruclu陀'， prq丹le， and mobility situation of the 
newly emerged middle class Ihe阻 11 finds that although se閉'1 out often 
economically active persons in Macao. can be classifìed as belo.nging to 

the middle class， 的e overall distributio.n is highly skewed 10>>-。ηdthelower
end of the class speclru恥 Subjective class identifìcation and objective 
class po.的tio.n are p o.sitive/y related Macao. 's middle class is the main 

bene.，丹dary o.f the ci~肉 CQ1:中間且edso.cÎo.eco.no.mic 時間Io.pment， since the 
members ofthis class no.t o.n妙的ve mo.re perso.nal reso.urces叫denjoybet

ter living standar.品" but also have had a more positive 臼rperience 01 social 

mobility than the working class. Our findings alsosupport the middle class 
兩伊'rentiation hypothesis in that the，用 ared{t持rent segment，旨的 the middle 
c/，悶's in Macao and a substantial degree ofinternal叫ijJerentialion. Among 

the four subgroups of the middle class, the highe，μrank new middle class is 
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cons叫ently the most privileged. Education is found 10 be one 01 the most 
important determinants 01 class advancement 

KEYWORDS: social classj middle cla間; social mobili旬; Macao. 

* * * 
The middle class has been regarded as a socioeconomic comer

stone of developed societies. Govemments look upon the cr.帥"

tion of a vibrant middle class as a means of sofìening social 

inequalities, and the maintenance of that class as a way of preserving the 

status quo. For an individual, the attainment of middle-class status is a 

symbol of successful entrance into a certain "way of life," and is an in

strument for achieving confidence in the future. 1 While the phenomenal 

economic growth of Macao since the tum of the new century has led to 

greater income inequality there, it has also brought greater social mobility 

and given rise to a middle class. This trend of development is in line with 

the experiences of other Asian societies-where in all cases the middle 

classes have emerged during periods of very rapid economic growth.2 

Macao was once an important outpost of trade between the West 

and China, but its recent history has been one of political and economic 

lNikolai Tilkidjiev, "The Middle Class: The New Convergence Paradigrn," Sociologie Ro 
maneas個 3， no. 3 (2005): 210-31; and Jennifer Wheary, Thomas M. Shapi凹， and Tamara 
Dral泣， By a Thread: The New Experience 0/ Americ.吶 Middle Class (New York: Demos, 
2007), 1 

2See Hsin-Huang Michael Hsiao, "Discovering East Asian Middle Chisses: Fom祖tion， D品
ferentiation , and Po1itics," io Discovery 01 the Midd/e C/.用ses in East As悶， ed. Hsin-Huang 
Michael Hsiao (Taipei: Institute ofEthnology, Academìa Sinica, 1993), 3-4; and Tamio Hat
tori, Tsuruyo Funatsu, and Takashì To凹， "Introduction: The Emergence ofthe Asian Middle 
Classes and Their Characteristics," The Developing Economi目 41 ， no. 2 (2003): 129-30 
However, it should be noted that most of the previous studies on social stratification in 
Macao have 品cused on theoretical and historical discussions. See, for example, Penny Y. 
Y. Chan, Aomenfazhan xiankuang (The development ofMa臼0) (Hong Kong: Wide Angle 
Pr自丸 1993)， 77 紗，、Nei Meichang, Aomen 叩ngtan (Speaking freely on Macao) (Ma間O
Macao Foundation, 1994), 59-63; Penny Y. Y. Chan, "Xianggang he Aomen de shehui jieji 
jiegou" (The structure ofsocial class in Hong Kong and Macao), in Aomen zhengzhi shehui 
yanjiu (Political and social studies in Macao), ed. Wu Zhiliang and Penny Y. Y. Chan 
(Macao: Aomen chengren jiaoyu xuehui, 2日 00)， 218-紗; and Li Weimin, Yue Gang Ao she
hui gl叩山 (Social relations among Guangdon直， Hong Kong, and Macao) (Guangzhou 
Zhongshan daxue chubanshe, 2001), 66-114 
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insignificance3 In the past decade, however, rapid development on all 

fronts has transformed Macao into a "global niche city.叫 The formation of 

Macao's middle class and the features of that class arise from the global, 
regional, and local contexts in which such development is taking place. 

Briefly stated, in the present era of globalization, those who have lost 

out the most have typically been the excluded nonparticipants.5 Macao 

has success臼lly ridden the tides of change by developing its tourism and 

gaming industry and thereby integrating itself into the global system. In the 

meantime, the Asian financial crisis motivated Asian countries to increase 

their own savings and foreign exchange reserves, and also to join regional 

blocs to pursue regional interests. Macao, a small city with no hinterland, 
has been no exception, and it is acquiring a new and significant role in the 

development of the South China region. The dual forces of globalization 

3Jonathan Porte丸 "The Transfonnation ofMacau," Pacific Affairs 66, no. 1 (Spring 1993) 
7-8 
4A 忘lobal cit耳" a concept that entered urban studies discourse in the early 1980s, is ranked 
atthe ωp ofthe global hierarchy ofcities. "Global niche cities," which rank below "well~ 
rounded global citi田"(such as London and New York), areciti閏 with specialized econornic 
and/or sociopoliticaI global contributions. See Peter J. Taylor, "L個ding World Cities: Ern~ 
pirical Evaluations ofUrban Nodes in Multiple Networks," U神an Studie.s 位， no. 9 (August 
2005): 1606. In 2007, Macao's gross garning revenue amounted to $83,847 million. See 
Statistics and Cens山 Service， Yearbook of Statistics 2007 (Macao: Statistics and Census 
Servi間， 2008), 252. Unless otherwise specified, the currency used throughout this article 
is the Macao dollar (the pata間， MOP), which is pegged to the Hong Kong dollar at a fixed 
rate of HK$ 1.00 =: MOP l.03 , while the Hong Kong dollar is linked to the U.S. doIlar at a 
fixed rate ofHK$7.8 =: US$ 1.0. Macao surged ahead ofLas Vegas in 2日。 6 ìn total money 
gambl吋 and is expected to be "on its way to establishing itself as the globalleader in a 
service industry: gamblin耳" See Keith Bradshe丸 "Bigger Than Las Vegas? That's Macao's 
Bet." The New York Tim剖， August 訝， 2007

5See Intemational Monetary Fund, "Globalization: Th時at or Opportunity引 Apri112 ， 2日 00，
http://w、叭v.imf.orglexternaVnp/exrlib/2000/û41200to.htm (accessed September 28, 2008); 
and Axel Drehe丸 "Does Globalization Affect Growth? Evidence from a New Index ofGlob~ 
.1均由冊，“ App!iedEconomics 38, no. 10 (2006): 1091 ~1110. The distinctiveness ofthe con 
tempora可 global economy lies in the convergence of several developments: revolutionary 
technological advancements and socioeconomic 自orces tþat have collapsed time and space 
and de個Titorialized social activities; the doubling of the glob叫 labor force as the former 
Soviet Union, China, India, and other emerging markets have entered the global supply 
chaìn; and the lowering ofbarriers to trade and foreign direct investment across the globe 
See Hsin~Huang Michael Hsiao and Po~san Wan, "The Experiences of Cultural Globaliza 
tions inAsia~Pacific，" Japanese Journal ofPo!itical Science 8, no. 3 (December 20的): 361; 
and Angel Ubide, "Don't Blame Globalisation for the Squeezing ofthe Middle Class" (Brus~ 
sels: CEPS Policy BriefNo. 121 , Centre for European policy Studies, 2007), 2 
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and regionalization have accelerated the flows of capital, information, tech

nologies, services, and people in and out of Macao, and are affecting 
Macao's entire socioeconomic structure, particularly its system of social 

stratification 

In the local context, the following political, econom凹， and demo

graphic transformations are specifically relevant to the rise of a middle 

class in Macao. On the political fro肘， Macao ceased being a Portugnese 

colony and became a special administrative region of China in 1999. It 

operates under the principles of "one country, two systems" and "Macao 

people ruling Macao." It has a high level of autonomy, the central gov

emment in Beijing being responsible only for foreign affairs and defense 

matters relating to Macao. The Chinese govemment promised to keep its 

capitalist system and way of life unchanged for fi缸y years. The transfer of 

sovereignty has led to changes in a wide spectrum of public policies, such 

as the liberalization ofthe gaming indus住y in 2001 and the implementation 

ofthe Individual Visit Scheme in 2003,' which have had a significant im

pact on social stratification and mobility. 

On the economic fro剖， the boom in tourism and gaming has resulted 

in spectacular economic growth,7 as well as changes to economic and 肌肉

cupational structures in Macao, in sectors ranging from manufacturing 

to the service industry8 The growth and the structural transformation of 

6The number òf casinos in Macao increased from eleven in 2001 to thirty in the second quar
ter of2日 08， with the entry of new intemational operators such as Las Vega心 Sands， Wynn 
R自orts ， and MGM Mirage. See Gaming Inspection and Coordination Bureau, "Number 
of Casinos," http://www.dicj.gov.mo/EN/EstatlDadosEstat/2008/estat.htm#05 (accessed 
September 28, 2008). The Individual Visit Scheme allows residents of certain mainland 
provinces and cities to visit Macao as individual travelers; prior to that, mainland visitors 
could only come in tour groups 

7During the period 1999-2007, the numher ofvisitor arrivals grew from 7.4 million to 27 mi1 
lion, and the GDP grew from $47,287 million to $153,608 mil1ion. See Statistics and Cen
sus Service, Yearbook ofStatistics 2001 (Macao: Government Printing Bureau, 2002), 175; 
Statistics and Census Service，持'arbook of Statistics 2007, 237; and Statistics and Census 
Service, Estimates ofGross Domestic Product 2007 (Macao: Statistics and Census Service, 
2008), 58. 

8For example, the percentage of the population employed in the tertia可 sector of industry 
grew from 66.0 percent in 1999 to 76.6 percent in 2007. See Statistics and Census Service, 
"Employed Population by Industry," http://www.dsec.gov.rno/index.asp?src=/englishl 
indicator/e_ie _indicator.html (accessed September 28, 2008) 
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the economy have generated not only more professional and managerial 

jobs at the top and the middle levels, but also routine white唱collar and 

administrative jobs at the lower-middle level as well as low-skilled and 

low-wage service jobs at the bottom, such as tbose ofhotel maid, waitress, 

and security guard.' 

Economic growth and income inequality are ofìen positively related 

During the period 1999-2007, while the per capita GDP surged from 

$110,637 to $292 ,165 and the median montbly income increased from 

$4,920 to $7,800, the Gini coefficient also rose from 0.43 to 0.45 (2002/的

data), indicating an increasing polarization of incomes. !O The empirical 

evidence on the relationship between economic growth, inequali紗" and the 

size of the middle class has been inconclusive. Some scholars have sug 

gested that income distribution may have an entirely different effect at tbe 

middle versuS both ends of the distribution. As mentioned above, rapid 

economic development contributes to the rise of a middle class as well as 

to income inequality, and that inequality provides greater incentives f01 

growth which work best when there is a strong middle class. Thus, a more 

vibrant middle class can increase economic growth in the long run, es

pecially if there is sufficient income mobilityB 

On the demographic front, global cities ofìen experience large-scale 

immigration and increasing income and occupational polarization. 12 While 

economic growth creates job opportuniti郎， higher-skilled workers are 

inclined to migrate to places with more inequality because they provide 

90uring the period 1999用2007， the unemployment rate dropped from 6.3 percent to 2.7 
percen t. See Statistics and Census Service, YearbookofSi的tistics 2001 , 164; and Statistics 
and Census Service, Yearbook of Statistics 2007, 76 

IOStatistics and Census Service, Yearbook ojStatistics 2001 , 168; Statistics and Census Serv
ice, Household Budget Survey 200212003 (Ma臼0: Statistics and Census Service, 2004), 
34; Statistics and Census Service, Estimates ofGross Dom臼tic Product 2007， 兒~ and Sta
tistics and Census Service, Yearbook ofStatistics 2007, 80 

llMark D. Partridge, "Ooes Income Distributîon Affect U.S. State Economic Growth?" 
』叩開alofRegional 品'cience 45, no. 2 (May 2005): 366, 388 

12Saskia Sassen, The Global City: New 抽rι London， Tokyo (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton Uni
versity Press, 1991); and Michael Samers, "Immigration and the Global City Hypothesis 
Towards an Alternative R目earch Agenda," lnternational Journal 01 u峙。nandR唔ional
R四earch 26, nO. 2 (June 2日 02): 389-402 
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higher market rewards for their skills , I3 This is evident in Macao , The 

population grew rapi吐Iy from 429,632 in 1999 to 538,100 in 2007,14 and 

the bulk of this increase consists of immigrants , 15 However, as observed 

by Hamnett,16 the extent of occupational polarization tends to be related 

to the skill level of immigrants-cities experiencing high levels of low

skilled immigration are more likely to notice polarization than those with 

low levels of this type of immigration , The experience in Macao has yet 

to be exp lored 

Based on a consideration of the specific socioeconomic context in 

Macao, in which the changes to the entire system of stratification and 

mobility are taking place, this article makes use of data from a social survey 

of residents of Macao conducted in 2007 to benchmark the structure, 
profile, and mobility situation of the newly emerged middle class there,lJ 

Specifically, it examines the following objective and subjective features 

of the Macao middle class: class structu間， class identi旬" demographic 

130eorge J. Bor}as, Stephen G. Brona凹， and Stephen J. Trejo, "Self~Selection and lntemal 
Migration in the United St刮目" (Cambridge, Mass.: Working Paper No. 4002, National 
Bureau ofEconomic Research, 1992) 

14日tatistics and Census Service, Yearhook o[ Statistics 2001 , 45; and Statistics and Census 
Servi間，是arbook ojStatistics 2007, 39 

的There are three m句or types of immigrants: persons authorized to reside in Macao, non~ 
resident workers, and legal immigrants from mai叫and China. During the period 1999-
2007, the year-end balance of the first two types of immigrants surged 仕om 24，290 個
41 ,955 and from 32,183 to 85,207, r自:pectively. However, the number oflegal immigrants 
from mainland China, most ofwhom arrived under the category offamily reunification and 
with females greatly outnumbering males, has remained relatively stable at about 3,000 a 
year. See Statistics and Census Servi間， Yearbook o[Statistics 2001 , 47; and Statistics and 
Census Service, Yearbook 01 Statisti臼 200凡 41

16Chris Hamnett, "Urban Inequality: Its Definition，此tleasurement， Causes and Importance" 
(Paper presented at the Conference on Social Inequality and Social Mobility in Hong Ko月，
Hong Kong, March 14, 2008) 

17The project entitled "The Third Phase ofthe Study on the Quality ofLife in Macao 2007" 
was conducted in April 2007 by the Hong Kong Institute of As間~Pacific Studies of the 
Chinese University of Hong Kong and the Centre of Asian Studies of the University of 
Hong Kong. The target population was Macao residents (those holding a Macao identity 
card) 、.vho were not hospitalized and were at least 18 years ofage 九?lith the help ofthe Sta 
tistics and Census Service, a representative sample was drawn by means of a multistage 
st間tified systematic sampling scheme. A door-to~door household visits method was em~ 
ployed. In total, 2,062 successful interviews were obtained, yielding a response rate of 
69.3 percent 
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characteristics, household characteristics, social characteristi品， eConOmlC 

characteristics, and experience of social mobility. The differences among 

classes will also be explored 

Objective CIass Structure and Subjective Identification 

Who is a member of the middle class? Changing the yardstick used 

to define the middle class, e.g., household income or net WOl吭， education, 

。ccupation， lifestyle, and so on, would definitely alter who is and who is 
not included in that group. In this study, we basical1y followed the five 

category class scheme developed by the East Asian Middle Classes 

(EAMC) project, which is a simplified version of the ll-category class 
scheme proposed by Goldthorpe,I8 to classify an individual's objective 

class position. The EAMC scheme includes: (1) the capitalist class and 

the new middle class, (2) the old middle class, (3) the marginal middle 

class, (4) the working class, and (5) farrn labor. 19 For Macao, the new 
rniddle class was divided into two sub-classes: the new rniddle class 

(higher-rank) and the new rniddle class (lower-rank) 叩

Table 1 compares our sample and the Macao population in terms of 

class distribution21 On the whole, the capitalist class, old rniddle class, and 

18John H. Goldthorpe, Socia/ Mobility and C/ass Structure in Modern Britain (Oxford 
Clarendon Press, 1987) 

19Hsin-Huang Michael Hsiao and Alvin Y. So, "The Making ofthe EastAsian Middle Classes 
The Five Propos抽ons，" inEastAsianMiddle Class臼 in Com，日?arative Perspecti間， ed. Hsîn 
Huang Michael Hsiao (Taipeî: Instîtute ofEthnology, Academia Sinica, 1999)，心9

20The c叩ita1i st class is operationalized as "employers who hire 20 or more employees," the 
higher-rank new middle class as "higher-grade administrato間， corporate manage凹， and 
professionals," the lower-rank new middle c1ass as "small business managers and associate 
professionals," the old middle c1ass as "small proprietors with or without employees," the 
marginal middle class as "c1erks, service workers, shop sales workers, and foremen," the 
working c1ass as "workers and those in elementary occupations," and farm labor as "agri
cultural and fishery workers." 

21 It should be noted that only economically active persons were included. In 2007, the labor 
force participation rate amounted to 69.2 percent and the unemployment rate was 3.1 per
cent. The respective numbers ofrecipients of old-age pension, disability pension, and un 
employment benefit were 13，自 11 ， 1,056, and 4,984. See Statistics and Census Service, 
Yearbook of Statisti口 2007， 76， 217
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Table 1 
Class Distribution of Survey Sample and Macao Population (C}仿

2日。7 2日 06

Surveyl By-census 

Capitalist c1ass 。。 3.8 

Old middle class 1.3 4.6 

New middle class (higher-rank) 8.0 7.0 

New middle class (lower-rank) 19.7 9.3 

Marginal middle class 40.7 40.3 

Working c1ass 30.2 35.0 

(n) (1,491) (290,316) 

Note: Five agricultural and fishery workers were grouped into the working class 
Source: 2006 By-Census: Statistics and Census Service, "Global Resu1ts of By-Census 
2006," http://www.dseιgov.mo/index.asp? src=/english/htmVe_demgraphic.html (acc聞自d
September 29, 2008) 

working class were slightly under> represented in our survey, while the 

new middle class (lower-rank) was over-represented. Although more than 

seven out often economically active persons could be classified as belong

ing to the middle class, the overall class distribution was highly skewed 

the absolute m呵。rity belonged to the lower end ofthe class spectrum (mar

ginal middle class 40.7 percent and working class 30.2 percent). 

Subjective class identification is fundamental to the development of 

cla田 consciousness and class formation. In our study, it was measured by 

a single s甘uctured question asking the respondents to place themselves 

in one of the five class categories: lower, lower-middle, middle, upper

middle, or upper. From the data in table 2, it can be observed that: 

1. Middle-class identity was not limited to the middle-class respond

ents. Most of our respondents , irresp凹tive oftheir objective class positi凹，

tended to place themselves in one of the middle-class categories. 

2. The dis甘ibution of subjective class identification was also skewed 

to the lower end. Nearly half ofthe respondents identified with the lower自

middle class (30.7 percent) and the lower class (17.1 percent); and a mere 
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Table 2 

Subjective C1ass Identification by Class Position (%) 

Old New New Marginal Worki月 Overall

middle c1ass middle class middle c1ass middle class 
(higher-rank) (lower-rank) class 

Lower 5.3 0.8 4.8 10.4 39.1 17.1 

Lower-middle 2l.l 11.9 21.0 35.7 35.7 30.7 

Middie 68.4 69.5 63 .4 50.3 23.6 46.7 

Upper-middle 5.3 17.8 10.7 3.5 1.6 5.5 

Upper 。。 。。 0.0 0.2 。。 。 l
(0) (1 9) (118) (290) (599) (440) (1,466) 

(x' 頁 366.3 9'*')

*** P <0.001 

Note: The origînal survey question was: "Ifall ofthe people in Macao were divided into the 
five social c1asses of uppeζupper-midd峙， middle, lower-middle, and lower, which one do 
you think you would belong to?" (音果將沒門所有人分馬上層、中上層、中層、中下層
和下屑，你覺得你自己是屬於哪一個社會階層呢?)

5.6 percent identified with the upper-middle and the upper classes.22 

3. Subjective class identification was inflated, as compared with 

objective class position. The percentage of people who thought of them

selves as belonging to the middle classes (82.9 percent) was significantly 

higher than that measured by occupation (69.8 percent). 

4. Subjective class identification and objective class position were 

positively related. The selιidentified class position of the working class 

22 According to a survey conducted in 1995 (n = 648), none ofthe respondents identified with 
the upper-upper cla盟(上上層)， 3.5 percent identified wi晶晶e upper-middle c1ass (中上
層)， 34.9 perc凹t with the middle-middle class (中中層)， 35.5 per臼nt with the lower
middle class (中下層)， and 20.4 percentwith the lower-lower class (下7層)， while 5.7 per
cent fail吋 to gl、 e a definite r自ponse. See Guo Fan,“Aomen shehui fenceng zhuguan 
dingwei fenxi" (An analysis ofthe subjective social stratification in Macao), Aomen yanjiu 
(Macao Studies) 13 (2000): 58-68. Furthermore, another su叮叮 conducted in 2005 (n = 

1 ， 166) 時ported that when the respondents were asked to evaluate the level oftheir family's 
social status on an l1-point sca怯， only 11.5 percent chose the low end of 0 to 2. The re
spective percentages of those who answered 3 個 7 were 12.6 percent, 11.4 percent, 35.8 
percent, 13.9 percent, and 8.9 percent. See Macao Development Strategy Research Centre, 
Aomen tequ jumin suzhi diaocha baogao, 2005 (Survey間port on 血e quality ofMacao re小
idents, 2005) (Macao: Macau Development Strategy Research Centre, 20日 6) ， 224
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was significantly lower than that ofthe middle classes. Among the work

ing class, 39.1 percent identified with the lower class and 35.7 percentwith 

the lower-middle class, and the corresponding percentages for the new 

middle class (higher-rank) were 0.8 percent and 11.9 percent 

5. Internal di缸erentiations among the middle classes were similarly 

significant. Among them, 87.3 percent of the new middle class (higher

rank) identified with the middle and upper-middle classes, as compared 

with 73.7 percent ofthe old middle class, 74.1 percent ofthe new middle 

class (Iower-rank), and 53.8 percent of the marginal middle class. The 

selιidentified class position of the marginal middle class was obviously 

lower than that of other middle classes. 

6. In terrns of subjective class identification, the internal boundaries 

of each middle-class subgroup tend to be less distinct than that ofthe work

ing class. While less than 2 percent ofthe working class would place them

selves in the upper-middle and the upper classes, quite a number ofthe old 

middle class (5 .3 percent), new middle class (lower自rank) (4.8 percent), 
an吐 marginal middle class (1 0.4 percent) thought of themselves as be

longing to the lower class. It seems that the class awareness ofthe middle 

class is still in the process of consolidation 

Socioeconomic Profile of the Middle Class 

Demographic and Household Characteristics 

Two demographic characteristics of the middle class are looked at in 

our study: sex and age. As shown in table 3, women were over-represented 

in the marginal middle class and the new middle class (lower-rank), and 

under-represented in the old middle class, new middle class (higher-rank), 
as well as in the most disadvantaged working class. Gender imbalance 

was most pronounced in the old middle class (85.0 percent men versus 15.0 

percent women), whereas gender distribution was most equal in the new 

middle class (lower間rank) (48.5 percent men versus 51.5 percent women). 

In terrns of age, the middle class was significantly younger than the 

working class. In addition, as expected, among the four subgroups of the 
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middle class, the new middle classes and the marginal middle class were 

younger than the old middle class. For example, while a mere 4.1 percent 

of the marginal middle class were 55 and over, the corresponding per

centage for the old middle class was 15.0 percent. The variations in age 

distribution among classes not only reflect the changing economic struc 

tu峙， e.g., the dwindling of manufacturing indus仕扎 but also the di臼er

ential employment requirem凹的， or perhaps discrimination against older 

workers, in the service sector. 

Household characteristics include marital status, household size, and 

home ownership. In line with the variations in age distribution, the per 

centage ofthose in the working class (4.7 percent) who had never married 

was significantly lower than in other middle classes. No respondent of 

the old middle class repo前活d "never married." The highest percentages re

porting "never ma叮ied" were found in the new middle class (higher-rank) 

and the marginal middle class 

With regard to household si缸， although the間 is a continuous trend 

towa吋 smaller households,23 working-class households were still larger 

than middle-class households一only 26.0 percent of the working class 

were in small households consisting of one or two people, in con甘ast to 

40.8 percent ofthe new middle class (higher-rank) and 34.8 percent ofthe 

new middle class (lower-rank). The average size of households in the old 

middle class and marginal middle class was larger than that of the other 

仇"0 subgroups of the middle class 

The home ownership rate in Macao is exceptionally high, with 72.9 

percent of the resident population in 2006 being owner-occupiers of 

their living quarters. 24 In our study, the overall home ownership rate 

was 81.1 percent. The old middle class had the highest rate (1 00 per 

cent), and the working class the lowest (77.6 percent). Home ownership 

has been regarded as a cornerstone of household wealth for the middle 

231n Macao, the average household size decreased from 3.3日 persons in 1996 個 3 ，00 persons 
in 2006. See Statistics and Census Service, "Global Results ofBy-Census 2006," 177 

24s祖tistics and Census Service, "Global Results ofBy-Census 2006 ," 185. 
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Table 3 
Demographic and Household Characteristics (~仿

01d New New Marginal Working Overall 
middle class middle class middle c1ass rniddle c1ass 

(higher-rank) (lower-rank) class 

Sex 

扎1ale 85.0 64.2 48 .5 41.7 63.0 51.8 

Female 15.0 35.8 51.5 58.3 37.0 48.2 

(0) (20) (120) (293) (607) (451) (1 ,491) 

(;( ~ 64.93叫)

Age 

18-29 。。 22.9 24.1 35.2 2.2 21.6 

30-54 85.0 67.8 67.7 60.7 76.4 67.7 

55 and over 15.0 9.3 8.2 4.1 21.4 10.7 

(0) (20) (118) (291) (605) (449) (1 ,483) 

(正~2 = 219.86***) 

Marital status 

Never married 0.0 35.8 27.6 35.1 4.7 24.1 

Others 100.0 64.2 72.4 64.9 95 .3 75.9 

(0) 。0) (120) (293) (606) (448) (1 ,487) 

(;( ~ 150.24'*') 

Household size 

5.0 23 .3 10.6 12.9 7.8 11.6 

2 10.0 17.5 24.2 15.5 18.2 18.1 

3 35.0 26.7 26.3 28.0 22.0 25.8 

4 25.0 25.0 25 .3 28 .3 33 .3 28.9 

三三 5 25.0 7.5 13.7 15 .3 18.8 15.6 

(0) (20) (1 20) (293) (607) (451) (1,491) 

(;( ~ 50.48叫)

Home ownership 

No 。 0 18.3 12.3 20.2 22.4 18.9 

Yes 100.0 8 1.7 87.7 79.8 77.6 81.1 

(0) (20) (120) (292) (598) (44。 (1 ,476) 

(χ2 ~ 17.21 料)

牢牢 p < 0.01 , *串串 p < 0.001. 
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class2s However, the record increases in property prices in recent years 

also imply that homebuyers are stretching their financial capacity, which 

will make it more difficult for them to weather financial setbacks. 

Social Characteristics 

Social characteristics such as migration experience, educational at

tainment, and perceived availability of social support are often found to be 

間lated to social class. Macao is a migrant socie你 In our study, only 36.9 

percent of the respondents we問 locally bom.26 There was a clear diffe卜

ence between 出e working and the middle classes: an absolu阻 m句OrI大y

of the working class (77.8 percent) were migrants 企'Om mainland China, 
whereas the corresponding proportions of the middle classes ranged from 

65.0 percent (old middle class) 的 38.3 percènt (higher-rank new middle 

class). Intra-middle class variations were also significant. On the one 

hand, the old middle class had the highest percentage of immigrants from 

the mainland (65.0 percent), and 甘le new middle class (higher-rank) and the 

new middle class (lower-rank) the lowest (38.3 percent and 40.4 percent, 
respectively). On the other hand, the new middle class (higher-rank) had 

the highest percentage ofimmigrants (1 7.5 percent)在om places other than 

the mainland (see table 4). It is obvious that immigrants from the mainland, 
whose educational and professional qualifications tend to be lower than 

those of local residents, generally end up at the bo1tom of the class hier

archy, while those from other places, mostly Hong Kong, are able to oc 

cupy more privileged positions.27 

Class differentials in educational attainment have been extensively 

studied in numerous countries. The empirical evidence suggests that there 

is a high degree of temporal stability in the association between class 

25Moni個 Lesmeris間， The Middle Class at R祉(New York: The Century Foundation Pr，臼S.
2007).16 

261n 2006 , 42 .5 percent of the resident population were bom in Macao, while 47 .1 percent 
and 3.7 percent were immigrants from mainland China and Hon且 Kong， respectively. See 
Statis刮目 and Census Service, "Global Results ofBy-Census 2006," 157 

27 A similar phenomenon was found in the 1980s and 1990s. See Chan , "Xianggang he 
Aomen de shehuijiejijiegou," 236 
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Table 4 

Social Characteristics (%) 

Old New New Marginal Working Overall 
middle class middle class middle cJass middle class 

(higher.rank) (lower-rank) class 

Place of birth 
Macao 30.0 44.2 50.7 43.7 17.1 36.9 
China mainland 65.0 38.3 40 .4 50.2 77.8 55.9 
Others 5.0 17.5 8.9 6.1 5.1 7.3 
(n) (20) (120) (292) (606) (451) (1,498) 

(r: ~ 157.20料*)
Educational attainment 
Primary 30.0 0.0 10.6 11.7 48.3 21.9 
Secondary 60.0 17.5 52.9 70.0 49.9 56.2 
Terti紅y 10.0 82.5 36.5 18.3 1.8 21.9 
(n) (20) (120) (293) (6日 7) (451) (1 ,491) 

tχ2 ~ 59 1.26料寧)

Availability of financial support 
No 57.9 43.4 52.9 58.0 77.1 61.7 
Yes 42.1 56.6 47.1 42.0 22.9 38.3 
(n) (19) (99) (257) (555) (4日 2) (1 ,332) 

(X' ~ 66.09牌*)

Availability of emotional support 
No 37.5 23.8 
Yes 62.5 76.2 
(n) (16) (105) 

3
7

叭
叮

叮

M
m
w

34.2 53.9 39 .2 

65.8 46.1 60.8 
(553) (371) (1 ,303) 

(χ，2 = 50 .48*帥)

料*p<O.OOI

origin and educational attainment.28 Moreover, educational attainment 

is one of the most influential determinants of an individual's life chances 

in terms of employme剖， income, health status , housing, and many other 

28Robert Erikson, John H. Goldthorpe, Michelle Jacks凹， Meir Yai曲，aI世 D. R. Cox, "On 
Class Differentials in Educational Attainment," PNAS 102, 00. 27 (2005): 9730 
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amenities 扭 The data in table 4 show clear inter-class and intra-middle 

class variations in educational attainment. The working class had the low

est level of educational attainment, while the new middle class (higher

rank) had the highest. In between were the marginal middle class, old 

middle class, and new middle class (lower-rank). Given the substantial 

improvement in the educational attainment of the Macao population over 

the past decade,30 the working class and the old middle class are undoubt

edly losing their competitiveness in the labor market. 

Social suppo此 plays a critical role in helping people get through 

stressful times by providing a sense ofbelonging, self-worth, and security 

Our respondents were asked whether it was hard or easy to find help in 

tim臼 of need. The data in table 4 indicate 也at the perceived availability 

of emotional support was, on the whole, nearly double that of financial 

support. The gap was particular1y salient in both the working class (77 .1 

percent versus 53.9 percent) and marginal middle class (58.0 percent 

versus 34.2 percent). By contrast, only a minority ofthe new middle class 

(higher-rank) found it hard to gamer either financial or emotional support 

in tim間 ofneed (43 .4 percent and 23.8 percent). The levels ofsocial sup

port for the old middle class and the new middle class (1ower-rank) were 

relatively similar. 

Economic Charact，由 isttcs

In capitalist societies, social classes always differ in important eco

nomic characteristics, such as work situation and financial si仙ation

Macao is no exception. There were significant differences among the 

classes with regard to work situation. At one extreme, the working class 

definitely had lower incomes and less favorable working conditions than 

the middle classes. The same was true for the marginal middle class when 

29Henry Levin, Clive Belfield, Peter Muenn唔， and Cec臼ilia泊aRo叫use吭， "The Costs and Be叩nefit臼s 
ofa叩o山E，臥xc臼elle拾eo叫tEd伽uc閏at仙1昀100叫o f，臼'orAII of Amer即a'sCαhildr間e叩0"
port f台rom Lilo and Ger訂ry Leeds to Teachers Co l1ege, Columbia Universi妙， 2日 07)， 2

30The proportion of the resident population who had attained a tertia可 education doubled 
from 5.5 percent in 1996 to 11.2 percent in 2006. See Statistics and Census SelVice, "Glob
alRe這ults of By-Census 2006," 168 
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the working class was excluded from the comparison. At the other ex

treme, the new middle class (higher-rank) not only had the highest in

comes, but also worked fewer hours and in general had retirement benefits. 

For example, while 64.3 percent of the new middle class (higher-rank) 

eamed $15 ,000 or more a month, 48.3 percent worked less than 45 hours a 

week, and 63.8 percent had retirement benefits; the corresponding figures 

for the working class were 0.7 percent, 25 .4 percent, and 38.3 percent. 

Among the four subgroups of the middle class, the work situation of the 

new middle class (lower-rank) came second to that ofthe new middle class 

(higher-rank) in terrus ofmonthly income, but varied from that ofthe old 

middle class and the marginal middle class in terrus ofweekly work hours 

and retirement benefits (see table 5) 

Class differentials in household financial situation closely resembled 

those in personal work situation. In general terrus, the new middle class 

(higher-rank) and the old middle class were the most privileged classes, 
while the working class was the most deprived, followed by the marginal 

middle class. In between, but closer to the privileged classes, was the new 

middle class (lower-rank). Specifically, financial assets are a crucial com

ponent of middle-class stability. They are particularly important in giving 

cu叮ent generations a safety net and future generations a head start. 31 The 

monetary retum from assets also serves as a self-reinforcing mechanism 

leading to greater class differences.32 In our study, we asked our respond

ents whether they saved at least $1 ,000 a month. As has been found in 

other Chinese societi間， the savings rate of Macao people was rather hi叭，

Yet the middle classes were still significantly different from the working 

class in that 64.0 percent of the working class could save $1 ,000 or more 

a month, while the corresponding percentage for the middle classes ranged 

from 78.7 percent (marginal middle class) to 93.2 percent (higher-rank 

new middle class). 

31 Jennifer Whe呵呵， MeαsurÎng the Middle: Assessing What 11 Takes 10 Be Middle Class (New 
York: Dëmos, 2005), 12 

32Frederic L. P叮or， "The Anatomy ofIncreasing Inequality ofU.S. Family Incomes," Jour
nalofSocio-E叩nomics 36, no. 4 (2007): 595-618; and Ubide, "Ooo't Blame Global的atlOn
for the Squeezing ofthe Middle Class," 2 
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Table 5 

Economic Characteristics 

Old New New AmfalrdBdInle al Wodung Overall 
middle c1ass middle c1ass middle c1ass middle class 

(higher-rank) (lower-rank) class 

MonthIy income (%) 

三三 $6000 2 1.4 2.6 12 .1 27.3 58.0 31.7 
$6,001 -$ 1 4,999 42.9 33.0 42.2 57.7 4 1.3 47.6 
這$15000 35.7 64.3 45.7 15.0 。 7 20.7 
(n) (14) (1 15) 。82) (594) (445) (1,450) 

(計~ 477.90叫)

WeekIy work hours 仰)

三三 44 45.0 48.3 36.8 33 .3 25 .4 33.0 
45-59 35.0 33 .3 46.5 56.7 50.8 50.7 
這 60 20.0 18 .3 16.7 10.0 23.8 16.3 
(n) (20) (1 20) (288) (598) (441) (1,467) 

(-( ~ 61.93"') 

Retirement benefits (%) 

No 36.2 42.8 33.7 6 1.7 44.3 
Yes 63.8 57.2 66.3 38 .3 55 .7 
(n) (I1 6) (271) (590) (433) (1 ,410) 

(x2 ~ 82.96叫*)

Financial assets: savings ("J也Y

No 16.7 6.8 11.5 21.3 36.0 22 .4 
Yes 83.3 93.2 88.5 78.7 64.0 77.6 
(n) (1 8) (1 17) (288) (591) (417) (1 ,431) 

(計~ 8 1.! 6'料)

MateriaI possessions: private car (%) 

No 45.0 35.6 41.0 61.0 85.4 62.2 
Yes 55.0 64.4 59.0 39.0 14.6 37.8 
(n) (20) (I1 8) 。88) (598) (445) (1 ,469) 

(-( ~ 195.44'*') 

Financial sufficiency2 

Mean 3.35 3.69 3.47 3 .1 7 2.75 3.15 

和(S)D) (0(2705) ) ((0ll888) ) ((029923) ) ((060937) ) ((044985) ) ((l0,4989l) ) 

(F -ratio = 38.40牌')

"申 p<o.OO I.

Notes: l. Save $1 ,000 or more a month. 
2. Answers: from 1 = very insufficient to 5 = ve可 sufficient
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With the rise of global consumerism, lifestyle in general and material 

possessions in particular are increasingly important for an individual's 

identity, social position, and life aspirations.33 Apart 仕om property, a 

private car is genera11y seen as one of the largest purchases a person or 

family wi11 make. According to our study, class differences were greater 

between the middle and working classes than among the middle classes 

(see table 5). 

When our respondents were asked to evaluate the financial suffi 

ciency of their families , class differ巴ences were also prominent. Their an 

swers were coded on a five-point scale, ranging from 1 (very insufficient) 

to 5 (very sufficient). The working class was the only group whose mean 

score (2.75) was below the midpoint of 3. The mean scores for the four 

subgroups of the middle class were a11 above the midpoint, but ranged 

、"idely from 3.17 for the marginal middle class to 3.69 for the new middle 

class (higher-rank). lt is noteworthy that even the most privileged classes 

in Macao still rated the financial situation of their families as less than 

sufficient 

Socia1 Mobility Experience of the Middle CIass 

Situation 01 Social Mobility 

We measured an individual's class rnobility situation by asking the 

respondents the fo11owing two questions: (1) "Do you think that your pres

ent c\ass status is higher than, about the same as, or 10wer than it was five 

years ago?" and (2) "Do you feel that your class status wi11 be higher, about 

the same, or lower five years from now than it is at present?" The former 

measures the respondents' past experience with social mobility, while the 

latter focuses on their anticipation regarding their future social mobility 

The majority (59.7 percent) of the respondents felt that their class 

status had not changed much in the past five years, 29.5 percent thought 

33Zygmunt Bauman, Work, Consumerism and the New Poor (Buckingham: Open University 
Press, 1998) 
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that their status was higher than it had been five years ago, while 10.9 

percent fe1t that their status was lower. In other words, although Macao has 

engineered enviable economic growth, in the sUJ:>日ective perception of its 

residents social mobility in the past five years has been only moderate, with 

them句ority ofpeople failing to experience significant social mobility. As 

for those who felt that they had experienced a significant change in their 

social class, the proportion of those who felt 也at their social class was 

higher than befo閱 (29 .5 percent) was double that of those who felt that it 

was lower than before (10.9 percent). Class positions were not signficantly 

related to personal experiences with social mobility in the past five years 

(see table 6) 

As for future social mobili妙" the majority (59 .1 percent) ofrespond

ents felt that their class status would not change much in five years' time, 
but 30 .1 percent felt that it would be higher than now, while only 10.8 per

cent felt 也at it would be lower. On the whole, the figures show a strong 

continuity in the view of Macao residents regarding their personal social 

mobility in the next five years with that ofthe previous five years; that 時，

neutral tending toward the positive, with nearly nine out of ten residents 

(89.2 percent) believing that their class status wiIl be unchanged or rise and 

only one in ten believing that it will fall 

However, unlike the assessment of social mobility in the previous five 

years, there was a significant difference between social classes in their as

sessment offuture social mobility. In particul缸" more of the working class 

felt that their class status was likely to drop over the next five years com

pared to other social classes. For example, among the working class, 16.9 

percent had a pessimistic view of their personal prospects for social mo

bili紗， while the figures for the marginal middle class, the new middle class 

(lower-rank), and the new middle class (higher-rank) were 8.8 perce凶， 8.0

percent, and 7.3 percent, respectively. The new middle class (higher-rank) 

were relatively circumspect in judging their prospects; only 27 .3 percent 

believed that their class status would be higher in five years' time than at 

present, somewhat lower than the 32.9 percent ofthe marginal middle class 

and the 30.3 percent of the new middle class (lower-rank) 、，yho fe1t the 

same way. The old middle class seemed to be the most positive about their 
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o Table 6 

Experience and Anticipation ofSocial Mobility (0/0) 

Overall Working 
class 

Marginal 
middle class 

New 
middle class 
(lower-rank) 

New 
middle class 
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middle class 
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59.7 
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Class status 凹mpared with five years ago 

Lower now than 5 years ago 
About the same 
Higher now than 5 yea目 ago

(n) 

10.8 
59.1 
30.1 

(1 ,233) 

16.9 
57.0 
26.1 

(337) 

8.8 
5日 2

32.9 
(510) 

8.0 
61.7 
30.3 

(261) 

(x' ~ 22.4 1門

7.3 
65.5 
27.3 
(110) 

C扭曲 status compared with five years from now 
Lower in 5 years than now 13.3 
About the same 46.7 
Higher in 5 years than now 判。

(n) (15) 

45.3 
38.8 
15.8 

(1，3日5)
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prospects for social mobili紗" since 40.0 percent ofthem felt that their class 

status was likely to rise in five years' time. 

In sum, the majority of Macao residents do not expect obvious 

changes to their class status. The middle class are not particularly opti

mlst時， but the working class seem to be even more lacking in confidence 

Perhaps the la!ter feel that the existing mechanism for social mobility is 

relatively disadvantageous to them. Thus, they are more likely than the 

middle class to feel that their class status will fall rather than rise in the 

future. 

Perceived Opportunities for Social Mobility 

Perceived opportunities for social mobility we間 measured by directly 

asking the respondents whether or not such opportunities for the general 

masses are sufficien!. Macao residents tended to hold a negative view, 
with 45 .3 percent of the respondents 起eling that in present-day Macao 

society opportunities to rise in class status were insufficient, 38.8 percent 

feeling that they were average, and 15.8 percent that they were sufficient 

Although it appears that the working class and the old middle class were 

more negative than the other classes about the sufficiency of opportunities 

for social mobility, the differences were not statistically significant (see 

table 6) 

Obstacles to Social Mobility 

What did the respondents think were the chief obstacles to social 

mobility faced by ordinary residents? There have been many empirical 

studies showing that class origin has a significant influence on educational 

achievement,34 and that educational achievement plays a key role in in

dividual achieveme肘， income, health, housing, and numerous other as

pects of life chances.35 In Macao, nearly half of the respondents also felt 

that the main obstacle to social mobility was "a somewhat low level ofper-

34日ee note 28 above 
35See note 29 above 
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sonal educational attainment." This shows that the meritocratic principle 

of modem open societies, which emphasizes that rewards (i.e., social mo

bility) in society are distributed on the basis of effort, trainin耳， and ability,36 

is still an important value orientation ofMacao residents. Nonetheless, it 
should also be noted that a fair number of residents believed that the ob

stacles to their advancement were not limited to individual factors but in

cluded other factors of a structural or policy nature such 帥， "society places 

too much emphasis on social connections and not enough on individual 

abi1ity," "insufficient governrnent support," "insufficient employment op

portunities," and "insufficient educational OppOI制nities" (see table 7). 

Different social classes held similar views on whether or not "insuffi

cient govemment support," "insufficient personal ability," and "insufficient 

educational opportunities" constituted the chief obstacles to upward social 

mobility. Differences between the middle class and the working class, and 

within the middle class, we間 only seen in the following three areas: (l) the 

proportions ofthe new middle class (higher-rank) and the new middle class 

(lower-rank) who believed that "a somewhat low level of personal educa

tional attainment" was the chief obstacle to upward social advancement, at 

50.8 percent and 56.9 percent, respectively, were slightly higher than that 

of the marginal middle class (48.9 percent), the old middle class (45.0 

percent), and the working class (43.2 percent); (2) the proportions ofthe 

four middle-class subgroups who believed that the chief obstacle to upward 

social mobility was that "soc阻ty places too much emphasis on social con

nections and not enough on individual ability" (ranging from 34.0 percent 

to 40.0 percent) were all higher than that of the working class (2 \.7 per

cent); and (3) the proportions of the four middle-class subgroups who be

lieved that "insufficient employment opportunities" were the main obstacle 

to upward social mobility (ranging from 5.0 percent to 18.8 percent),were 

alllower than that ofthe working class (27.0 percent) 

The above findings seem to suggest that the new middle class places 

even more emphasis than other social classes do on the determining role 

36 Alfred A. Hunter, Class Tells: On Social Inequality in C徊。da (Toronto: Butterwortl芯，
1981), 73-74 
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Table7 

ChiefObstacles to Social MobiIity (%) 

Old New New Mar且inal Working Overall 
middle class middle class middle class middle class 

(higher-rank) (Iower-rank) class 

PersonaI level of education 

No obstacle 55.0 49 .2 43.1 51.1 56.8 51.0 
Obstacle 45.0 50.8 56.9 48.9 43.2 49.0 
(n) (20) (118) (288) (589) (419) (1,434) 

(t~ 13.2的

Too much emphasis on social connections 

No obstacle 60.0 60.2 63.2 66.0 78.3 68.5 
Obstacle 40.0 39.8 36.8 34.0 2 1.7 31.5 
(n) (20) (1 18) (288) (589) (41月 (1,434) 

(計 ~2日.44*料)

Insufficient government support 

No obstacle 60.0 729 70.5 71.1 67.5 69.9 
Obstacle 40.0 27.1 29.5 28.9 32.5 30.1 
(吋 。0) (118) (288) (589) (419) (1 ,434) 

臼2 ~ 3.02) 

Insufficient personal ability 

Nû obstacle 85.0 65 .3 75.7 73.9 72. 1 73 .2 
Obstacle 15.0 34.7 24.3 26.1 27.9 26.8 
(吋 。0) (118) (288) (589) (419) (1,434) 

ú于~ 6 .52) 

Insufficient employment opportunities 
Nû obstacle 95.0 89.8 87.8 81.2 73.0 81.0 
Obstacle 5.0 10.2 12.2 18.8 27.0 19.0 
(n) (20) (118) (288) (589) (419) (1,434) 

(X' ~ 36.64*料)

Insufficicnt educationaI opportunities 

No obstacle 90.0 85.6 88 .5 84.7 83.8 85.4 

Obstacle 10.0 14.4 11.5 15.3 16.2 14.6 
(n) (20) (118) (288) (589) (419) (1,434) 

(t ~ 3.72) 

* p < 0.05 , *** P < 0.00 1. 
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of education in social mobili旬， a phenomenon widely observed in many 

Asian societies. 37 In addition, the middle class as a whole is also more 

critical than the working class of the non-meritocratic factor of social 

mobility. Such tendencies are basically consistent with the Western ex

periences.38 enences 

Conclusion and Discussion 

In the period following the handover of Macao to China and the 

outbreak of the Asian financial cris時， public policies and socioeconomic 

circumstances both within and outside of Macao created an infrastructure 

ofopport叩ity that elevated local people into the middle class and attracted 

foreign workers to Macao who joined that class. However, to date, the 

middle class in Macao, which is evolving in a tremendous flux of "com

pressed socioeconomic development," should at best be regarded as a class 

at an early stage of formation, and at worst as a middle or intermediate 

stratum situated between the bottom and top strata 

Based on a revised EAMC class scheme, our study finds that al

though more than seven out of ten economically active persons can be 

classified as belonging to the middle class, the overall distribution is highly 

skewed toward the lower end of the class spectrum. The m吋ority of 

people, irrespective of their objective class position, also tend to place 

themselves in one of the categories of the middle class. Once aga凹， the 

distribution of subjective class identification is skewed toward the lower 

end-close to half of the respondents identify with either the lower-middle 

class or the lower class. As expected, subjective class identification and 

objective class position are positively related. However, in terrns of sub-

37Hsin-Huang Mìchael Hsiao, ed., The Changing Faces ofthe Middle Classes in Asia-Pacifìc 
(Taipei: Center 自or Asia-Pacific A間:a 8tudies, Academia Sinica, 2∞6) 

38甘lOmas A. DiP間te ， "Life Course Risks, Mobility Regim間， and Mobility Consequences 
A Comparison of Sweden, Gennany, and the United States," American Joun叫 ofSoci徊
。 logy 108, no. 2 (September 2002): 267-309 
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jective class identification, the intemal boundaries of each middle-class 

subgroup tend to be less distinct than that of the working class. It seems 

that the class awareness of the middle class is still in the process of con

solidation 

As suggested by Wheary, Shap凹， and Draut,39 middle-class people 

need to have: (1) the education necessary to find a goodjob in a competitive 

global economy, (2) sufficient incomes to afford a comfortable standard of 

living, and (3) financial assets sufficient to develop a safety net in case of 

job loss or serious illness, to secure a comfortable futu間， and to help their 

children get a start in life. In addition to these common markers of the 

middle class, we have included such demographic, household, and social 

criteria as sex, age, migration experience, and experience of social mobil

ity, to delineate inter-class and intra-middle class differences. On nearly all 

ofthe indicators that we adopted , the pattem ofthe differences between the 

middle classes and the working class is extremely clear and coh曰'ent

middle-class people not only have more p目'Sonal resources and enjoy bet 

ter living standards, but also have a more positive experience with soCial 

mobility than the working class. Indeed, they are the main beneficiaries 

ofMacao's "compressed socioeconomic development." 

Notwithstanding such prominent inter-class disparities, our findings 

also support the middle class differentiation hypothesis that the middle 

class has di任erent segments and that internal differentiation is substan 

tial 呵 Among the four subgroups ofthe middle class, the new middle class 

(higher-rank) is consistently the most privileged. Most ofits members are 

younger, locally born, highly educated, have a higher income, a smaller

size household, more as間的， and more social suppo叫; they are also more 

positive about their experience with social mobility. Following them are 

the old middle class, the new middle class (lower-rank), and the marginal 

middle class. Although the marginal middle class always ranks last among 

middle-class subgroups, it differs from the working class in nearly every 

39Whe紅y， Shapi凹， and Draut, By a Thread, 1 
40Hsin_Huang Michael Hsiao, Exploration ofthe Middle Classes in Southeast Asia (Taipei 

Program for Southeast Asian Area Studies, Academia Sinica, 2001), 5 
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aspect under study and thus should not be excluded from the middle class 

Our study also finds that education is highly correlated with the 品or

mation of the new middle classes in Macao. An individual's key to entry 

to the new middle classes is his/her educational qualifications. The privi

leged class is still open to people who manage to earn the right credentials 

Members ofthe new middle classes also widely believe in this value. How

ever, it is noteworthy that the working class had a higher proportion than 

all of the middle classes of those who felt that a low level of educational 

altainment was not an obstacle to class advancement for the general popu

lation. At the same time, a higher proportion of that class felt that insuf

ficient employment opportunities did form a barrier to upward mobility 

for the average resident. This more or less reveals a situation in which the 

Macao working class is starting to question the usefulness of educational 

qualifications for class advancement, instead pointing to the structural 

issues of insufficient employment opportunities as being the crux of the 

problem, even though the unemployment rate was as low as 2.7 percent in 

2007. If this turnaround is not reversed quickl犯 it could welllead to the 

intensification of feelings of opposition and suspicion between the classes, 
which would harm social stability and harmony. 

All in all, it has been fashionable to claim that conventional class 

analysis is deficient and in need of revision.41 Some even assert that the 

concept of class is ceasing to be useful.42 While the foregoing profiling of 

classes in Macao may not be adequate to argue the point that "class still 

matters," it clearly demonstrates the existence of a hierarchical ordering of 

social groups or social classes (albeit an internally heterogeneous one) in 

terms of subjective perceptio間， objective conditions of resources and re

wards, and personal experiences of social mobility. 

41David B. Grusky and Jesper B. Sørense丸 "Can Class Analysis Be Salvaged?" American 
JournalofSociology 103, 00.5 (March 1仰的 1187

42R. E. Pahl, "Js the Emperor Naked? Some Questions 00 the Adequacy of Sociological 
Theory in Urban and Regional Res目rch，" International Journal ofUrban and Regional 
R臼earch 日， no. 4 (December 1989): 710 
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